Abstract. In 1988, Gross proposed a conjectural congruence between Stickelberger elements and algebraic regulators, which is often referred to as the refined class number formula. In this paper, we prove this congruence.
1. Introduction 1.1. The conjecture of Gross. Let F be a totally real field and K a finite abelian extension of F . Let S and T be disjoint finite sets of places of F such that S contains all the infinite places and all places ramifying in K/F . We assume that
where µ K is the group of roots of unity in K and T K is the set of places of K lying above places in T . Put G := Gal(K/F ). Let G v ⊂ G be the decomposition group at v ∈ S. Let Θ S,T,K ∈ Z[G] be the Stickelberger element. Define the (S, T )-ideal class group by This congruence is an analogue of (S, T )-version of Dedekind's class number formula lim s→0 s −r ζ F,S,T (s) = −h S,T det(− log |u i | vj ) 1≤i,j≤r .
Let H be the maximal abelian unramified extension of F such that all the places in S split completely at H. Assume that H ⊂ K. Put [c] det(rec vi (u j ) − 1) 1≤i,j≤r .
In fact, we prove the following stronger claim.
Theorem 2.
Θ S,T,K ≡ R G,S,T (mod I GH v∈S\{v0} I Gv ).
Throughout this paper, we assume that F = Q since it is already known that Theorem 2 holds for F = Q . In this paper, we construct an elementΘ S,q,S\{v0} of ( v∈S\v0 I v )/(I F × v∈S\v0 I v ) which is mapped to Θ S,{q},K by rec. The following theorem is an enhancement of the T = {q} case of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. We havê
The most part of the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 overlaps. Theorem 3 is also important as a special case of more generalized conjecture.
1.3. Shintani data. In this paper, we introduce the notion of Shintani data, which plays an important role in the proofs of 2 and 3. Fix F, K, S, (J v ) v as in the previous two subsections, and fix a prime ideal q of F such that q / ∈ S and ch(q) = 2. Let V be a subset of S. In this paper, we define the category of Shintani data on V . A Shintani datum on V is a quadruple (B, L, ϑ, m) satisfying certain conditions. We call m ∈ Z >0 an integrality of this Shintani datum. For a subset V ′ of V , we can naturally define a functor | V ′ from the category of Shintani data on V to that on V ′ . For each proper subset V of S and a Shintani datum Sh on V , we construct a special element Q N (Sh) ∈ ( v∈V I v )/(I F × v∈V I v ). Then Q N (Sh) satisfy the following properties. To illustrate the importance of Shintani data, let us sketch the proof of Theorem 3 for example. Assume that ch(q) ≥ [F : Q] + 2. We construct a Shintani datum Sh v0 on S \ {v 0 } whose integrality is 1, and defineΘ S,q,S\{v0) by Q N (Sh v0 ). We also construct a Shintani datum Sh ⋄ on S whose integrality is ch(q) [F :Q] . In this paper, we introduce a technique to compute
for a general Shintani datum Sh on S. By using this technique, we prove the following formula
To relate Q N (Sh v0 ) and Q N (Sh ⋄ | S\{v0} ), we construct a Shintani datum Sh v0,⋄ on S \{v 0 } whose integrality is ch(q) [F :Q] , and morphisms Sh v0 → Sh v0,⋄ ← Sh ⋄ | S\{v0} . Hence we obtain ch(q)
which implies Theorem 3.
1.4. The outline of the proof. Fix F , K, S = {v 0 , . . . , v r } and (J v ) v . Let Θ S,K be the S-modified Stickelberger element. We put
If S ∩ T = ∅ and there exists q ∈ T such that ch(q) = 2, then the regulator
is well-defined.
We prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 by the following steps.
where (i) For a prime ideal q of F such that q / ∈ S and ch(q) ≥ [F : Q] + 2, we construct a Shintani datum Sh v0 on S \ {v 0 } whose integrality is 1.
(v) For a prime ideal q of F such that q / ∈ S and ch(q) = 2, we construct a Shintani datum Sh ⋄ on S whose integrality is ch(q) [F :Q] . (vi) For a prime ideal q of F such that q / ∈ S and ch(q) = 2, we prove that
, for a prime ideal q of F such that q / ∈ S and ch(q) = 2, we have
(viii) Let q be any element of T such that ch(q) = 2. From (vii), we have
(ix) From (iv) and (viii), we have
which is a statement of Theorem 2. (x) For a prime ideal q of F such that ch(q) ≥ [F : Q] + 2, we construct a Shintani datum Sh v0,⋄ on V , and morphisms Sh
(xii) From (vi) and (xi), we havê
which is a statement of Theorem 3. The hardest part of this proof is a construction of Sh v0 , Sh ⋄ , and Sh v0,⋄ . Section 4, 5 and 6 are devoted to the construction of these Shintani data.
1.5. Setting, notations and remarks. Throughout this paper, we keep all the notations and settings in the previous subsections except that we do not fix T . In addition, the following notations are used throughout this paper.
We denote by F v the completion of F at v. For x ∈ F or A F , we denote by x v the image of x at F v . For a prime ideal p, we write O p for the localization of O F at p, κ p for the residue field O F /p, O p for the maximal compact subring of F p , and π p for a uniformizer of O p . For a place p / ∈ S of F , we denote by σ p ∈ G the Frobenius element. For a set M of places of F , we put A
For a set M of finite places of F , we write O M for the ring of Mintegers of F . We write S ∞ for the set of infinite places of F . We put S f := S \ S ∞ . For a rational prime q, we write S q for the set of places of F lying above q. For a direct product of groups A = i∈Λ A i and a subset Λ ′ ⊂ Λ, we sometimes regard i∈Λ ′ A i as a subset of A, and sometimes a quotient of A. For a set X, we write Sub(X) for the category of subsets of X whose morphisms are inclusions. For a ring R, we write Mod(R) for the category of R-modules. For a functor F : Sub(X) → C and subsets
is the unique element of Hom Sub(X) (U 1 , U 2 ). If we omit the subscript of ⊗, it means that the tensor product is over Z. For a set X, we denote by 1 X the characteristic function of X. We denote by lcm(a, b) the least common multiple of a and b. For a complex A → B → C, we put H(A → B → C) := ker(B → C)/im(A → B). We denote by S(X) the set of Schwartz-Bruhat functions from X to Z. We denote by S(X, A) the set of Schwartz-Bruhat functions from X to Z invariant under the action of A. We denote by S n the symmetric group of {1, . . . , n}.
For a group E and an Z[E]-module M , we denote by H i (E, M ) the i-th group homology. Especially, we have
In this paper, we use Shapiro's Lemma
many times without mention.
Stickelberger functions and elements
Let T be a finite set of places of F which is disjoint from S. We define the Smodified and (S, T )-modified Stickelberger functions to be the meromorphic C[G]-valued functions
We put
Then we have Θ S,T,K = δ T Θ S,K .
Shintani datum
In this section, we introduce the notion of Shintani data and investigate their properties. Throughout this section, we fix a quadruple (R, Υ, λ, θ), where R is a functor from Sub(S) to Mod(Z[F × ]) such that the natural chain
is exact for all V ⊂ S, Υ is a Z-module, λ is a homomorphism from H 0 (F × , R(∅)) to Υ, and θ is an element of Υ. For the proof of the main theorems we only use the case where (R, Υ, λ, θ) is as given at the start of Section 6, but, in this section we consider in a general setting for future research. For V ⊂ S, we write R (V ) for the restriction of R to Sub(V ). We denote by Sub(V ) \ {S} the full subcategory of Sub(V ) consisting of {W ⊂ V | W = S}. • H i (F × , B(W )) = 0 for all i > 0 and objects W of Sub(V ) \ {S}.
• λ(ϑ) = mθ. Definition 5. Let V be a subset of S. We define the category of Shintani data on V as follows. The objects are Shintani data on V . For Shintani data Sh 1 = (B 1 , L 1 , ϑ 1 , m 1 ) and Sh 2 = (B 2 , L 2 , ϑ 2 , m 2 ) on V , we define the set of morphism from Sh 1 to Sh 2 , to be the set of natural transformation J :
Put I −1 := Z and
Recall that we put r = #S − 1. For F ∈ {B, R (V ) } and k ≥ 0, we put
We put B(j) = 0 for all j ≤ −1. Then we get a chain complex ((B(i)) i∈Z , ∂ h ) and
•,j , ∂ h ) is exact for j ∈ Z. Let us consider the following commutative diagram
where i, i 1 , i 2 are natural inclusions and q, q 1 , q 2 are natural projections. Since
We denote this Shintani datum by Sh| V ′ . The next lemma follows from the definition.
Lemma 7.
The map Sh → Q(Sh) satisfy the following properties.
From (ii), for V 2 ⊂ V 1 S and a Shintani Sh on V 1 , we have
Unfortunately (3.1) does not hold for (V 1 , V 2 ) = (S, S \ {v 0 }). Instead, we give a way to compute
in the next section.
Definition 8. We define the map η 1 : ker(B 0,−1 → B 1,−1 ) → H r (F × , R(S)) as follows. Let us consider the following commutative diagram.
Definition 9. We define the map η 2 :
) as follows. Let us consider the following commutative diagram.
Proposition 10. We have
Proof. Let us see the diagrams in Definition 8 and 9. There exists a
Thus the proposition is proved.
Lemma 11. Let A be a subgroup of F × . Assume that H i (A, B(W )) = 0 for all positive integer i and proper subset W of S, and that there exists a lift x ∈ B(∅) of ϑ such that r
Consider the following commutative diagram.
Thus the lemma is proved.
The module Z(U, W )
4.1. A certain Z-module corresponding to a vector space. Fix a positive integer n and an n-dimensional vector space V over Q. For x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V , we denote by C(x 1 , . . . , x k ) the open cone generated by
Definition 12. We say that a subset U of V \ {0} is fat if U cannot be covered by any finite union of proper subspaces of V .
Fix a fat subset U of V \ {0}. For k ≥ 1, we denote by X k (U ) the Z-module generated by the formal symbol [x 1 , . . . , x k ] where x 1 , . . . , x k are linearly independent vectors in U . We put
In this section, we define a subset
, and construct a certain exact sequence (Proposition 18).
For m ≥ 0, we denote by C m (U ) the Z-module generated by the formal symbol
Since U is fat, the following sequence is exact.
Let us fix a map r : V n → {0, 1, −1} such that
• r(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0 if and only if x 1 , . . . , x n are linearly independent,
We call such a map an orientation of V . We define the homomorphism ψ :
where
does not depend on the choice of r. We say that Q ∈ V ⊗ R is an irrational vector if Q is not contained in any proper subspace of V ⊗ R spanned by vectors in V . For an irrational vector Q, define the homomorphism
Lemma 13. Let x 1 , . . . , x n+1 , y ∈ V ⊗ R be vectors in general position. Then we have
Proof. It was proved in [7, Proposition 2] .
. From the definition of ϕ Q and ∂a, we have
where w(i 1 , . . . , i k ) is an integer defined by
where m runs all integers between 1 and n + 1 such that m / ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i k } and
Thus we have
Take an orientation r ′ of V ′ such that
Then we have
Thus from Lemma 13, we have
Thus the claim is proved.
Proof. From Lemma 14, it is enough to prove that
where f Q,(x1,...,xn) : V → Z is a map defined by
from Lemma 13. Thus the claim is proved.
where b is any element of C n+1 (U ) such that ∂b = a. This definition does not depend on the choice of b.
Proof. The claim is equivalent to
Define a homomorphism φ :
Thus we get the following proposition.
Proposition 18. The following sequence is exact:
4.2.
The group action on V ad . Let E be a group which acts linearly on V and freely on V \ {0}. Let U ⊂ V be a fat subset closed under the action of E. For ǫ ∈ E, put sgn(ǫ) := sgn(det(ǫ : V → V )). The Z-module C m (U ) has a two kind of structure of Z[E]-module. The one is defined by
and the other is defined by
We write C 
Note that we have
The purpose of this subsection is to define the homomorphism
where y 1 , . . . , y n are elements of U such that (x 1 , . . . , x k ) is (resp. is not) a subsequence of (y 1 , . . . , y m ).
From the definition, we have
where a ′ is an element of A ′ n (x) such that ∂(a − a ′ ) = 0. Such an element a ′ always exists and coeff # (x, a) does not depend on the choice of a ′ .
In other words, coeff
Here the right hand side means coeff # (x, ǫ∈Z0 ǫa) where Z 0 is an enough large finite subset of E such that ǫ∈Z ǫa ∈ ker ∂ and
for all finite subset Z of E which contains Z 0 .
Lemma 24. For all a ∈ ker ∂ n , we have
Proof. For x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ U k /E and z ∈ H 0 (E, X(U )), we put
Then it is enough to prove that
The left hand side is equal to
is a free resolution of Z − in the category of Z[E]-module, there exists a natural isomorphism
. By composing this isomorphism and ϕ E , we get the homomorphism
Note that the diagram
commutes for E 1 ⊂ E 2 and U 1 ⊂ U 2 where two vertical arrows in the diagram are natural maps.
Proof. Fix x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ U k and a ∈ ∂ −1 n (I E C n−1 (U )). It is enough to prove that
Since a ∈ ∂ −1
The left hand side of (4.3) is equal to
Note that we have ǫϕ Q (a) = ϕ Q (ǫa) for ǫ ∈ E since ǫQ ∈ R >0 Q. The right hand side of (4.3) is equal to
Hence (4.3) is proved.
The next lemma follows from a simple calculation.
be a homomorphism induced by p. For x ∈ H n−1 (E, Z − ), we have
Assume that U is closed under the action of E. For W ⊂ S ∞ and i > 0, we have
Proof.
. Then X W can be written as
where C is a subset of X W . Put
Fix g ∈ C. From Proposition 18, there exists an exact sequence of Z[E ′ ]-module:
Thus it is enough to prove that
Note that E ′ and E ′′ are free abelian groups of rank n − 1 from the condition (W = S ∞ ) ∨ (−1 / ∈ E). In the case E ′′ = E ′ , we have
In the case E ′′ = E ′ , there exists an exact sequence
Let ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n be the distinct real embeddings of F . Define an orientation r :
) can be viewed as a subgroup of Map(F × , Z) by the obvious way. Therefore we obtain a natural map from Z(U, W ) to Map(F × , Z) for W = S ∞ . By abuse of notation, we denote this map by L ∞ . We denote by O × F,+ the group of totally positive units of F . Let E be a finite index subgroup of O × F,+ . Then H n−1 (E, Z) is isomorphic to Z. The canonical generator η E of H n−1 (E, Z) is defined by the following Lemma.
Lemma 28. There exists a generator
Proof. We put
Then η E does not depend on the choice of g and x. Fix an irrational vector
For a subgroup E
′ of E of finite index, we have
Definition 29. Let E be a subgroup of finite index of O × F,+ . Let U be a subset of
is fat for all g ∈ X ∅ . Assume that U is closed under the action of E. For g ∈ X ∅ , we define ϑ ∞,g (U, E) ∈ H 0 (E, Z(U g )) by
Note that a ǫg = a g for all g ∈ X ∅ and ǫ ∈ E. We define
Proof. It follows from Lemma
Proposition 32. Fix v ∈ S ∞ . Let h : H 0 (E, Z(U, ∅)) → H 0 (E, Z(U,
{v})) be the map induced from the natural mapZ(U, ∅) → Z(U, {v}). Then we have
Proof. The case (F, E) = {1} is obvious from the definition. Therefore we assume that
where q(g) ∈ X {v} is the image of g, and f g , f q(g) are natural maps. From the definition, we have
where we put
We have
(The case E + = E ′ ). Let e be a unique element of i
(a g + a ge ).
Since q(ge) = q(g) and sgn(ge) = −sgn(g), we have h(a g + a ge ) = 0 (g ∈ X ∅ ).
Thus we have h(ϑ ∞ (U, E)) = 0.
(The case E + = E ′ ). Let us consider the commutative diagram
We have H n−1 (E ′ , Z − ) = 0 from the assumption F = Q. Thus we have
Proof. Let (a g ) g∈X ∅ be as in Definition 30. Take g ∈ X ∅ . Let us consider the diagram
where f g and f pg are natural maps. From Lemma 26, we have
Thus this diagram commutes. From the definition, we have
Since the diagram commutes, we have
Hence we have
Shintani zeta functions
In this section, we view some basic definitions and results concerning to the Shintani zeta functions. This section does not contain any new result. We denote by A finite the finite adele ring of Q.
5.1.
The Shintani zeta functions and Solomon-Hu parings. Let V be an ndimensional vector space over Q and U a subset of V . We say that Φ ∈ S(V ⊗A finite ) is U-smooth if
We define the action of Z[V ] to Map(V, Z) by ([y]f )(x) = f (x−y). Let ǫ : Z[V ] → Z be the augmentation map. We view Q as a Z[V ]-module by the action
We denote by δ ∈ Map(V, Z) the Kronecker delta function, i.e., δ(0) = 1 and δ(x) = 0 for x = 0. We denote by A ′ (V ) the set of maps from V to Z which has a finite support. We put
Proof. It is enough to only consider the case f = 1 C(u1,...,um) where u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ U.
There exists a positive integer k such that
m).
If we put ∆ = m j=1
Let ̟ : A(V ) → Q be the unique Z[V ]-homomorphism such that ̟(δ) = 1. For f ∈ K(U) and U-smooth Φ, we define a (constant term of) Solomon-Hu pairing by f, Φ = ̟(f · Φ). The importance of this pairing comes from the following Lemma:
Lemma 35. Let m be a positive integer and ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m homomorphisms from V to R such that ρ j (u) > 0 for all u ∈ U and j = 1, . . . , m. Take f ∈ K(U) and U-smooth Φ. Then the series
converges absolutely if the real part of s 1 + · · · + s m are larger than n. Moreover ζ((s 1 , . . . , s m ), Φ, f ) is analytically continued to the whole C m and satisfies
Proof. The absolute convergence is obvious. Let M the field of meromorphic functions on C m . We view M as a Z[V ]-module by the action
Let Ω : 
5.2.
Some integrality results concerning Solomon-Hu parings. Let q be a rational prime. Fix two Z q -lattices Γ ′ ⊂ Γ ⊂ V ⊗Q q . In this section, we consider the
′ is the projection. We write S 0 for the submodule of S(V ⊗ Q q ) spanned by {h x | x ∈ Γ/Γ ′ }, and S 1 for the submodule of S(V ⊗ Q q ) spanned by
Proof. It is enough to prove that
Since ǫ(∆) = q m , the lemma is proved.
The following lemma was proved in [4, Proposition 4.1].
. Take a positive integer k ∈ Z \ qZ such that Φ ′ is periodic with respect to m j=1 Zku j . Put w j = ku j for j = 1, . . . , m. Let ζ q be a primitive q-th root of unity. We denote by M the set of non-trivial group homomorphism from
Then we have h = ϕ∈M h ϕ . For ϕ ∈ M , we have
Hence, from the condition q ≥ n + 2, we have
Construction of the Shintani data
We denote by P W the submodule of R[[(s v ) v∈S\W ]] consisting of formal power series whose constant terms are in Z. Let R be the functor from
Let us fix a primed ideal q / ∈ S. Put q = ch(q). We put F q = Z/qZ ⊂ κ q . The purpose of this section is to construct three Shintani data Sh
For a prime ideal p, we put
where f p ∈ S(F p ) is define by •
xf R,M1,W = f R,M2,W .
• For p ∈ S f /(R ∪ W ),
Definition 41. We define subgroups F R,M , E R,M and a submonoid E
We have . We denote by U the set of x ∈ F × which satisfy the following conditions.
• For all p ∈ S q \ {q},
Note that the natural map
Proof. It is enough to consider the case W 1 = W 2 \ {v}. If v is infinite then the claim is obvious. We assume that v is finite. It is enough to prove that
. Thus the claim is proved.
From Proposition 44, we can regard B R,M as a functor from Sub(S \ R) to
Lemma 45. Let A be an abelian group, A ′ a subgroup of A, and X a Z[A]-module.
Then we have
where Fl is the forgetful functor from Sub(
Then f is an isomorphism. Thus we have
is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of B *
module, it is enough to prove that
From Lemma 45, we have
From Proposition 27, we have
Proof. It is enough to prove that xf
From (6.1) and (6.2), we have
Thus it is enough to prove that yxf R1,M1,W ∩S f ⊗ b ⊗ c ⊂ B R2,M2 (W ) for y ∈ X. Since the natural map E R1,M1 → X is surjective, there exists lift p ∈ E R1,M1 of y ∈ X. Then we have
R2,M2 from B R1,M1 Sub(S\R2) to B R2,M2 by the natural inclusion map.
Definition and properties of
This definition does not depend on the choice of u and z.
From (6.3) and Proposition 33, for v ∈ S f \ R, we have
where w ∈ N S∪Sq is the image of a(v)u. From Proposition 32, for v ∈ S ∞ , we have
where t ∈ N S∪Sq ⊂ Y is a lift of C and b is an element of F × R,M such that bt ∈ im(X → Y ). This definition does not depend on the choice of t and b. From (6.4), for v ∈ S f \ R, we have
Then α is a lift of ϑ R,M . For all v ∈ S \ R, we have r ∅ {v} (α) = 0 since r ∅ {v} (h(u)) = 0 from (6.5) and (6.6) . Thus the claim is proved.
Proposition 52. For all v ∈ S \ R, we have
Proof. The claim follows from Proposition 51.
for u ∈ N S∪Sq we have
a(j(g)u, gy)
6.4. Evaluation map. We denote by Q⊗R the functor from
where j : A is invariant under the action of uO p . Thus Φ a,e is invariant under the action of pO p ∩ uO p = uO p . Thus the lemma is proved.
Lemma 55. Φ a,e is U-smooth for all a and e.
Proof. Let u ∈ U and x ∈ A S∞ F . It is enough to prove that Zq Φ a,e (x + tu)dt = 0.
From Lemma 54, we have
We denote by A the subgroup of S(F q ) generated by {h x | x ∈ F q ⊂ κ q } where
for all Φ ∈ A and x ′ ∈ F q . This follows from the fact that
Then ζ a,b,g,x (s) is analytically continued to the whole
Proof. We write J for the group of fractional ideals of O S . Let λ be a natural isomorphism between N S and J. For a ∈ J, we write σ a := rec(λ −1 (a)) ∈ Gal(K/F ).
, and (x, a) ∈ A. Then we have
and
where a and ap are fractional ideals of O S . Let t ∈ B R,M (∅) be a lift of ϑ. Then from Proposition 31, we have
Thus we have otherwise.
Proof. First, we need to prove that
it is enough to prove that
The claim (6.9) follows from Lemma 37 (m = 1) and Lemma 36 (m = 1). Hence (6.8) is proved. Therefore mL R,M : B R,M → R is well-defined. The other conditions are followed from Proposition 46, 52 and 57.
Definition 59. For q / ∈ S such that ch(q) ≥ [F : Q] + 2, we define Shintani data Sh v0 and Sh v0,⋄ on S \ {v 0 } by
Sh v0,⋄ = Sh S f ∩{v0},{1},S\{v0}.
For q / ∈ S such that ch(q) = 2, we define a Shintani datum Sh ⋄ on S by
From Proposition 53 and relation (6.7), the natural transformations i
and i
Proof of the main theorems
In Section 6, we constructed a Shintani datum Sh v0 for q ∈ X and Shintani data Sh ⋄ , Sh v0,⋄ for q ∈ Y . To avoid confusion, we write Sh Definition 60. For a Shintani datum on W S, we define
as follows. The homomorphism
naturally induces the homomorphism
Then Q N (Sh) the image of Q(Sh) under this homomorphism.
In this section, we put V := S \ {v 0 }.
Definition 61. We defineΘ S,q,K bŷ
Lemma 62. Let T be a finite set of places of F such that S ∩T = ∅. The conditions
Proof. Put m = #µ K . The both conditions are equivalent to the condition
Then σ q | K = σ| K = id. From the norm functoriality of the reciprocity map, we have σ N (q) = 1 ∈ Gal(Q(ζ n )/Q).
Therefore, n ∤ 1−N (q). This contradicts to the assumption that n = gcd{1−N (q) | q ∈ X, σ q = 1}. Therefore the assumption n > m must be false. Thus we have n = m and m ∈ J. From Chevotarev's density theorem, for all σ ∈ G, there exists q ∈ X such that σ q = σ. Thus we have
Lemma 64. For q ∈ X, we have
Proof. It follows from
Lemma 65 (Vanishing order part of Gross conjecture). Let T be a finite set of places of F such that
Proof. From Lemma 63 and 64, we have
Since δ T ∈ J from Lemma 62, we have
Lemma 66. We have
Lemma 67. Let T be a finite set of places of F such that
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 65 and Lemma 66.
For v ∈ S, put J v := ker(R(∅) → R({v})).
Lemma 68. For x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ F × , we have
Proof. For k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} and y 1 , . . . , y k ∈ F × , we put
. Let P(k) be the following statement:
For any y 1 , . . . , y k ∈ F × , we have
We prove P(k) for k = 0, . . . , r by the induction on k. Assume that P(k − 1) holds. We have
we have
From (7.1) and (7.2), we have
Hence P(k) holds. Thus P(0), . . . , P(r) are proved by the induction. The lemma is equivalent to P(r).
Lemma 69. Let T be a finite set of places of F such that S ∩ T = ∅ and
Proof. The claim follows from the functional equation of Θ S,T,H (s).
Lemma 70. For q ∈ Y , we have Since the action of E to N S is trivial, we have Since 2Q(Sh v0 ) and 2R q are in I H v∈V I v from Lemma 66, we havê Θ S,q,V ≡R q , which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Some example
In this section, we present a certain example ofΘ S,q,S\{v0} and Theorem 3. The reader who is not interested in such an example can skip this section.
Let us consider the case F = Q( Since the constant term of Z 0 (s 0 , s 1 ) (resp. Z 1 (s 0 )) is equal to 0 (resp. −1), we haveΘ 
Thus we haveΘ
S,q,{v1} ≡R q (mod I H I v1 ). Theorem 3 says that such congruences holds in more general settings. Note that Theorem 2 says nothing in this case because there exists no non-trivial extension K of F unramified outside S ∞ .
